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In Belgium, the Boom Clay is considered as a potential host rock for the geological disposal of the high
level nuclear waste and is intensively studied from hydro-mechanical point of view. Laboratory tests on
Boom clay shown that the Boom clay presents very complex stress strain behaviour. Undrained triaxial
tests indicated often a hardening behaviour at small deformation and softening at larger deformation
(Figure 1). It is not easy to give an explicit function to describe the stress-strain behaviour under triaxial
stress state. The mechanical characteristics are obviously affected by the porosity, fractures growth, water
content, and stress, etc. as illustrated by Figure 1, four stages can be usually distinquished from the tress-
strain curve of Boom Clay, named as OA, AB, BC and CD.

1) Stage OA, the relation between stress and strain is linear. This stage is elastic state, and point A is
called as yield strength σc0.

2) Stage AB, the weak fractures in the rock appear, develop and cumulate gradually. Point B is called
peak strength σcu.

3) Stage BC, peak strength is reached and stress reduces with the increasing of strain, up to the residual
strength. This stage is called strain softening and point C is the residual strength σcr. The axial
pressure causes the fracture developing and strength reducing.

4) Stage CD, the final strength doesn’t reduce obviously with the development of plastic deformation.
This stage is called plastic flow.

Obviously, The conventional elasto-plastic constitutive model can not describe the mechanical behaviours
of Boom Clay. Based on damage mechanics theory, an new elasto-plastic damage constitutive model is put
forward and applied to Boom Clay, which can describe the complex stress-strain behaviour of clay. It is
described as follows: stage OA with an elastic model, stage AB with elastic damage model, stage BC and
stage CD with plastic damage model. The complete process curve of stress-strain can be divided into two
zones according to peak stress point.

Figure 1: The stress-strain curve of Boom Clay in different stages.
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The damage of material has obvious effect on the elastic stiffness, yielding function, potential function and
hardening / softening variables. The assumption for the constitutive model of Boom Clay is as follows:

1) The residual deformation is very small in the zone before peak stress, and the stress-strain curve is
nonlinear. The elastic damage model is applied to describe the mechanical behavior before peak
stress.

2) The stain softens after the stress reach peak strength, and the Mohr-Coulomb criterion is applied to
describe the mechanical behaviour during the course of the damage.

3) The residual stress state also can be described by the Mohr-Coulomb criterion.

Furthermore, damage evolution equation is suggested based on the defined damage potential. Based on the
implicit Euler integration algorithm, UMAT subroutine of the constitutive model is implemented in the
finite element program ABAQUS.

A methodology of back analysis combining the Nelder-Mead algorithm and finite element method together
with ABAQUS is proposed. Then, a new exact penalty function is constructed between the monitored data
and numerical results. The back analysis program for 3-D constitutive model is programmed in Matlab.

According to undrained triaxial consolidation tests of Boom clay under different confining pressure, the
parameters in constitutive model are obtained by back analysis method. The comparison between numerical
results and experimental results shows that the new developed model can fit the experimental results very
well in the frame of elasto-plastic damage model (Figure 2). So, the proposed model is able to effectively
depict the main features of mechanical behaviors of Boom clay. The presented model can provide
references for the distribution, degree and evolution of damage of excavated disturbed zone and fractures
self-sealing process analysis of surrounding rock.
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Figure 2: Comparison between the stress-strain curve experimentally obtained and the one numerically
obtained by back analysis under different confining pressure


